A change auditing, monitoring,
and reporting solution for Microsoft
Exchange Server, Exchange Online,
and Skype for Business Server.

All-inclusive reporting

Inside-out monitoring

Real-time change auditing

Get complete information
about all components of your
Exchange and Skype for
Business environments,
including mailboxes,
distribution lists, and public
folders.

Retrieve information about the
health and status of
components and services in
your Exchange servers. Monitor
Exchange email queues, DAGs,
server storage, and more.

Audit Exchange event logs
effortlessly. Track and report on
non-owner mailbox access,
mailbox logon activity, changes
to mailbox permissions and
server configurations, etc.
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Features and benefits
Fetch mailbox insights

Analyze email traffic

Gain complete control over the mailboxes in your

Get your Exchange organization's email traffic

organization by constantly tracking mailbox sizes,

statistics.

their

particularly when they communicate with external

growth

over

any

period

of

time,

mailbox-enabled users, inactive and orphaned

Study
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activities,

domains.

mailboxes, and more.

Analyze service health

Audit mailbox logons

Monitor the health of Exchange services in your

Avoid data loss and policy violations by tracking

organization and receive immediate notifications

non-owner

when services start or stop running.

organization.

Track deleted or moved emails

Analyze Skype activities

Locate all the emails that were deleted or moved

View details about conferences, IM sessions, audio

inside mailboxes in your organization, down to the

and video calls, and the summary of file transfers

names of the source and destination folders.

happening in your Skype for Business environment.

Real-time alerts

Custom reports

Configure threshold-based alerts and receive

Create your own Exchange reports, including

notifications in real time when a critical change

auditing and monitoring reports, and run them for

activity happens in your Exchange environment.

specific mailboxes in your organization.

access

to

mailboxes
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Other key features
Mailbox and public folder content tracking

Exclusive compliance reports for SOX,

OWA and ActiveSync reporting

HIPAA, PCI, and GLBA

Server CPU and memory utilization monitoring

Real-time DAG health monitoring
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